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Attaining e®ective communication within and across organizational units is among the most
critical challenges for success in software development organizations. This paper presents a
novel model, supporting analysis of problems in inter-departmental communication events. The
model was developed and designed based on industrial needs emphasizing °exibility, applicability and scalability. The model covers central communication aspects in order to provide a
useful approximation of communication problems rather than in-depth modeling on message-by
message basis. Other event-speci¯c information, such as costs, can then be attached to enrich
analysis and understanding. To exemplify and evaluate the model and collect feedback from
industry, it was applied to 16 events at a Swedish automotive manufacturer where communication between two departments had broken down during development of software-intensive
systems. The evaluation showed that the model helped structure and conduct systematic data
collection and analysis of dysfunctional communication patterns. We found that insu±cient
understanding of the matters being communicated was prevalent, but also more speci¯cally,
requirements were insu±ciently balanced, detailed and speci¯ed over the full system development cycle. Besides, the long-term cost for the company was analyzed in depth for each event,
yielding a total estimated cost for the analyzed communication events of 11.2MUS$.
Keywords: Organizational management and coordination; communication; software engineering; manufacturing engineering; software-intensive systems; automotive industry.
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1. Introduction
Software is becoming an increasingly important component in traditionally
hardware-intensive industries (e.g. automotive and aerospace) [1, 2]. In these organizations, but generally in large organizations, the software-intensive systems are
commonly developed in the context of large-scale system development (i.e. systems
of systems development), where software constitutes only one, but important, part of
the whole [1–3]. With the development of software-intensive systems follows many
challenges, among which coordination and communication between di®erent competencies and departments are central.
For minimizing the complexity and amount of communication performed between
teams in development work, the modularization approach has been promoted [4, 5].
However, in many products (e.g. vehicles) the amount of interacting softwareintensive systems has increased dramatically, challenging the possibilities to modularize, therefore prompting the need for communication [1]. Using an automotive
car manufacturer as a case, coordination and communication between individuals
and groups (e.g. system owners, architects and developers) is critical not only within
a department (intra-departmental issues), but also across departments (interdepartmental issues). This paper and the communication model presented focuses on
the latter 

 inter-departmental communication between Product Development
(PD) and Manufacturing (MAN) 

 as it has been identi¯ed as challenging in PD
[6–9], and in particular, when it comes to development of software-intensive automotive systems [10]. The inter-departmental coordination and communication in our
de¯nition includes all the phases of design and development, from concept (e.g.
exploration and balancing of requirements and solutions) to design, implementation
and validation, but also manufacturing involving pre-production veri¯cation and
validation of the manufacturing systems cf. [10–13]. In a new car model project, these
activities commonly span over 2–4 years [11, 12].
Both the literature in organizational theory and research on large-scale software
development projects suggest that coordination and communication across organizational boundaries is a key factor for success as the level of complexity, uncertainty
and interdependency of the work performed by an organization increases [14–16].
This is also stressed in development methods based on agile and lean approaches (e.g.
Scrum [17] and lean software development (LSD) [18].
Several empirical studies have been reported on communication in large-scale
software development (e.g. [15, 16, 19, 20]). Mainly focusing on requirements communication, some of the previous work has analyzed data by using di®erent analytical models and concepts [21–28].
The main purpose of this paper is to advance a communication model, helping
researchers and practitioners to empirically investigate organizational communication problems on di®erent levels in large-scale software development e®orts. With
the underlying goal of revealing e®ects and causes on which solutions can be
developed, our model structures, visualizes and classi¯es the main characteristics of
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communication problems by examining whole series of messages and interactions
that have occurred during di®erent organizational communication events in concluded projects.
A tangible industrial need, motivated our e®orts to develop an analytic tool called
Software Communication Redundancy and E®ectiveness Analysis Model
(SCREAM). We developed and used the model in close collaboration with a Swedish
automotive company, namely Volvo Cars. To demonstrate how to apply the model
in practice, and evaluate the practical usefulness of the model we conducted a case
study, in which we selected and then analyzed in depth a set of 16 real communication events at Volvo Cars. The events represented di®erent matters of concern
where the interplay between PD and MAN in development of software-intensive
automotive systems was central. PD is concerned with design and development of
software-intensive automotive systems (e.g. development of powertrain and chassis
control systems for vehicles). MAN is concerned with managing these systems when
producing vehicles (e.g. vehicle manufacturing operations a®ected by powertrain and
chassis control systems). The communication events were identi¯ed through conducting meetings with key informants and reviewing archival data at Volvo Cars.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of related work.
Section 3 describes and exempli¯es the design of SCREAM and Sec. 4 presents the
research context and how the model was applied. The main results of using the
SCREAM are presented and analyzed in Sec. 5. The results and limitations of our
work are discussed in Sec. 6. Finally, conclusions and future work are presented
in Sec. 7.
2. Related Work
This section gives an overview of communication theory, focusing on communication
models that are relevant for our work.
2.1. Communication theory
Communication is a broad concept and even though many theories and models for it
have been proposed it has been argued that it cannot be considered a single ¯eld [29].
In the following, we give a brief overview of the most related work. Additional
information can be found in textbooks such as [30, 31].
Several models originating from the traditional sender/receiver model of communication and associated concepts, have been suggested for describing and analyzing the communication process (e.g. [32–35]). In general, most models include or
cover at least the elements of communication, sender, receiver, medium and message,
but there is no model that considers all aspects of communication as it would be too
complex and detailed [36, 37]. Additional elements are, for example, noise source 


disturbance changing the original message from the sender and context 

 social
situation in which the communication is taking place.
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Clark and Schaefer [38] suggest an extension of the traditional sender/receiver
model of communication, building on the notion of \common ground" and
\grounding" (a.k.a. the contribution theory). The contribution theory extends the
view of single messages to an analytic frame where contributions (utterances) are
jointly developed and produced in order to achieve a common understanding. A
further development of the contribution theory is proposed by Clark and Brennan
[39], where two key factors impacting the grounding process: purpose and medium,
are discussed. They also suggest that the production of contributions to conversations have two phases: presentation phase and acceptance phase, where the receiver's
level of understanding can be divided into four states, States 0–3, after the presentation phase. In State 3, the sender and receiver have achieved a common understanding, i.e. a common ground has been accomplished.
In organization theory, the information processing theory and organizational
design models have been frequently used to analyze and describe boundaries in PD
(e.g. [40, 41]. Based on the information processing theory and the social presence
theory, the media richness theory is presented in [42–44]. It proposes that the e±ciency of organizational communication is a®ected by the match between the media
richness and the characteristics (e.g. complexity and ambiguity) of the task being
communicated. The theory hypothesizes that using richer media (e.g. face-to-face)
for more complex tasks has a positive e®ect on communication. Clark and Brennan
[39] also emphasize the importance of appropriate media selection and discuss the
impact of di®erent communication technologies' constraints and resources on the
process for producing information to a shared understanding. In large-scale software
projects, the value of combining both formal communication (e.g. written and
transferred speci¯cations and structured meetings) and informal communication
(e.g. unscheduled face-to-face meetings and e-mail or phone conversations) within
and across departments has been stressed [14]. Tests of the media richness theory
have shown positive results but also limitations [28, 45]. For example, in requirements engineering (RE), Calefato et al. [28] found that text-based communication
was preferred when having open discussions on con°icting issues and there was no
signi¯cant di®erence between the use of face-to-face and text-based medium in
requirements elicitation concerning satisfaction with performance.
Social network theories have been used for studying organizational communication as they provide a way to visualize and analyze patterns of relational
and structural perspective [46, 47]. In network analysis, there are a number of
measures such as density and centrality that are helpful in examining networks.
Informal network structures have been seen as being more worthy of study than
formal ones because they are seen as promoting a better understanding of organizational behavior [48, 49]. Using theories on network analysis, the impact of
a given network structure on organizations' capability to share knowledge, norms
and behaviors across organizational boundaries have also been investigated
[50, 51]. Recently, analytic tools adopting a social network analysis approach
using data from software repositories has been promoted to investigate the impact
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of communication patterns (CPs) on the performance of software development
teams in industry [52, 53].
Division of labor occurs prior to coordination, where development work is divided
into tasks and sub-units (individuals, groups), and departments are assigned to each
task [54]. Achieving e®ective coordination and communication within and between
workgroups have been acknowledge in both research and industry as a critical success factor in software development projects [15, 16, 55]. To reduce the interdependencies between tasks, the idea of modularization has been promoted,
particularly in systems design and software engineering (SE) [4, 5]. It builds on the
observation that the product architecture re°ects the organizational structure
(Conway's law) and is a useful approach for dividing the development of complex
products into independent and manageable development and manufacturing tasks
(e.g. [56, 57]).
Building on Conway's law, Cataldo et al. [21] propose the socio-technical congruence (STC) model. STC provides a ¯ne-grained view of required coordination
needs based on the technical and social relationships, indicating alignment between
coordination needs and actual coordination. Any misalignments are identi¯ed as
socio-technical gaps.
A number of empirical inquires have studied the e®ects of the concept of congruence on software teams in industry. Cataldo et al. [58] observed that higher
congruence leads to faster completion of modi¯cation requests and that socio-technical gaps have a negative e®ect on productivity, which is in line with [59]. Furthermore, Cataldo et al. [58] also found that the coordination needs across team
boundaries were constantly and substantially changed over time.
Kwan et al. [26] applied an unweighted and a weighted (considers strength of
relationships) STC approach, as described in Kwan et al. [25], to a data set containing 191 concluded software builds over one-year period in a large software
project. They found that increased congruence has a positive e®ect on the results of
projects classi¯ed as continuous build (includes components changes from the local
development site and stable components from remote sites). However, in software
projects where new components from every development site need to be integrated
(integration build) increased congruence has a negative e®ect on the project success.
Another ¯nding was that the software builds were successfully accomplished even
though low congruence values. They observed that one reason for this was modular
design but also a strong awareness of each other's work among the team members
primarily through informal communication.
In a case study, Kwan and Damian [24] identi¯ed mechanisms used for enabling
software team members to absorb awareness information. Most of these mechanisms
were based on simple communication techniques. In addition, they observed that
experienced team members acted as brokers to bridge coordination gaps. Overall,
they concluded that the STC approach was not su±cient for examining some of
the situations observed. As a consequence, the STC approach was extended by
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incorporating both awareness and brokerage. To the best of the authors' knowledge,
however, it has not been validated.
Similarly, Marczak et al. [22] elaborated a model based on STC for studying the
communication of requirements changes across teams, and in particular, the impact
of brokers on the information °ow. The model was applied to pairs of interdependent
requirements, which is the simplest case, and it is unclear whether the model is
scalable for larger projects involving interdependencies between multiple requirements, teams and departments.
Overall, studies on STC models show that they provide a useful way to better
understand coordination problems in industry but they also have limitations. The
models only provide a snap-shot of the communication situation, they are context
sensitive making it di±cult to generalize their applicability and results. Even though
nothing prevents STC models to analyze inter-departmental communication, no
empirical studies demonstrating their e®ects on such settings in industry have been
found, and their scalability are unclear. Furthermore, the type of information exchanged and whether the content of the information was transferred correctly is not
exhibited.
Inspired by the concept of the goal-oriented systems theory, as described in Klir
[60], Fricker et al. [27] developed a goal-oriented requirements communication
model. Primarily, the model serve as reference for analyzing to what the degree of a
bidirectional communication between the two communicating actors has been
established. Basing on the model, Fricker et al. [61] successfully applied a solution
for requirement negotiation between program managers and development teams
where the roles of goal seeker and implementer are rather clear and static over time.
However, the roles the actors play may vary depending on factors such as the
reason for the communication and what is communicated, and can shift during the
development cycle (see Sec. 3). Furthermore, the main content of the interaction
can be other development artifacts than requirements, such as functional speci¯cations and models, and code, for which the model has not yet been demonstrated.
Moreover, the model does not provide recommendations for what information
about the interactions investigated is central to collect and how this information
should be collected and categorized in order to reveal causes and e®ects of communication failures.
2.2. Summary of communication theories and models
In summary, most of the earlier work is limited to intra-departmental communication of requirements and do not cover other development artifacts, and if the
communication is being modeled the applicability of the models to interdepartmental communication in industry is unclear. Table 1 gives a summary of
communication theories and models as described in Sec. 2.1 and SCREAM
(see Sec. 3), and their main features in relation to the most common elements of
communication [36, 37].

Node positioned in the
network representing a
social actor

Actors and their
assignments to work
tasks

Social network [47, 48]

STC [21]

Organizational entity
producing and sending
information

Produces meaningful
information in collaboration with the
receiver

Contribution theory
e.g. [38, 39]

Media richness [42–44]

Transmits (codes) a
signal suitable for the
message

Sender/receive models
[34]

Theory/Model

Sender (who is sending
the message?)

Actors and their
assignments to work
tasks

Node positioned in the
network representing a
social actor

Organizational entity
receiving information

Actively involved in
establishing meaning
of the information sent

Reconstructs
(decodes) the message
from the signal

Receiver (who is
intended recipient of
the message?)

Series of messages related to the work tasks
conducted

Series of messages or
resources °owing
through the ties

Capability to meet the
coordination needs of
work tasks based on the
characteristics of the
technical entities and their
dependencies

Ties connecting the nodes
and representing relationships/interactions

Focus on the richness of
media that varies depending on feedback, multiple
cues, language variety,
and personal focus

Capability to attain common understanding

Single messages
(utterances) are developed to meaningful
contributions
Series of messages
conveyed and their
characteristics concerning variety (predict problems) and
analyzability (respond
to problems)

The connection between
the sender and receiver

Medium (how is the
message communicated?)

Information being
communicated on
message by message
basis

Message (what is being
communicated?)

Elements of communication

Table 1. Summary of communication theories and models.

Alignment between
coordination
needs and actual
coordination

Impact of the network's pattern on
communication, concerning, for example,
centrality and density

Match between the
media richness and the
characteristics of the
information being
communicated

The level of a common
understanding
attained

Messages are communicated between the
parties with a shared
code

E®ect (the result
of the communication)
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Goal seeking element

Actor including two
attributes representing
the level of understanding and the
actions taken

SCREAM (Sec. 3)

Sender (who is sending
the message?)

Goal oriented communication [27]

Theory/Model

Actor including two
attributes representing
the level of understanding and the
actions taken

Goal implementing
element

Receiver (who is
intended recipient of
the message?)

Series of messages focusing on PD artifacts

Series of messages focusing on requirements
speci¯cations and
design solutions

Message (what is being
communicated?)

Relevance and completeness of the speci¯cations
clarifying the exchanged
information

Facilitates requirements
analysis and negotiation
(e.g. review and sign-o®
meetings)

Medium (how is the
message communicated?)

Elements of communication

Table 1. (Continued )

The relevance and
establishments of
communication and
speci¯cations, the level
of a common understanding, and the
actions taken

Optimized using four
paradigms: informationless (the weakest
paradigm), feed forward, feedback, and
full-information (the
strongest paradigm)

E®ect (the result
of the communication)
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3. Communication Model
For industrial applicability, it is important that models and analytical tools are easy
to grasp and focus on the central aspects being modeled [62]. Central to any communication are two nodes, typically modeled as a sender and a receiver, and a
message that is to be transmitted between them to reduce uncertainty and create a
shared understanding [34]. In later work, communication frameworks based on the
contribution theory, elaborating on extensions of the sender-receiver turn-taking
view have been suggested [38, 39]. In general, they see communication as a collaborative process-labeled grounding where the participants jointly develop and specify
exchanged information (contributions) in order to achieve a shared understanding.
The development of SCREAM was conducted in collaboration with Volvo Cars in
series of workshops where key company representatives participated and contributed
with their expertise and knowledge to various communication issues that were raised
and discussed. For example, how much communication was needed and if it has
actually happened, and if the communicating actors have understood the matter
being communicated and have acted on it. A key issue in software development is
also to what degree a decision or related information needs to and has been speci¯ed
and re¯ned 

 it is well known that much information is tacit and never written
down [16].
For simplicity, and to increase applicability, we decided to focus on binary levels
for each modeling element, at least as a ¯rst approximation. We considered many
possible modeling elements, such as communication channel and medium, e®ects,
and number and types of actors (e.g. external actors or mediators a®ecting the
results), but after several workshops and iterations four main elements were selected,
each with two attributes that are both binary-valued. Additional information can
then be collected for each communication event being modeled and attached to the
modeled event.
In Fig. 1, the resulting layout of SCREAM is shown. It consists of four main
elements: sender, receiver, communication (C), and speci¯cation (S). Each element
has two attributes used to describe di®erent communication events in an organization. Our main intention of SCREAM is that it should be capable of postmortem
modeling of communication events, where weak communication between two actors
has occurred and capturing relevant meta-data associated with the event examined.
Furthermore, to attain a general model, it should be possible to tailor for communication in organizations facing other types of business and settings.
Depending on the characteristics of the event examined, the communicating
actors can either be represented by the sender or the receiver element in SCREAM.
Our de¯nition of the sender is the actor who starts the communication by sending the
initial message and the receiver is the actor that is expected to respond to the initial
message from the sender. Depending on the level of analysis (e.g. [15]), the sender and
receiver can be individuals, roles, groups, teams, projects, and organizations. For
example, updated requirements or speci¯cations on car functions are owned by the
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Specification (S)
Attributes

Sender
Attributes
b1
Has understood?

b2
Has acted
on?

b5
Should be
specified?

should not be
specified
(nss)

understood
(u)

not acted on
(na)

b6
Has been
specified?

specified
(s)
not
specified
(ns)

Receiver
Attributes
b7
Has understood?

not
understood
(nu)
acted on
(a)

should be
specified (ss)

Communication (C)
Attributes
b3
Should be
communicated?

should be
communicated (sc)
should not
be communicated (nsc)

b4
Has been
communicated?

communicated (c)

b8
Has
acted on?

not
communicated (nc)

understood
(u)
not
understood
(nu)
acted on
(a)
not acted
on (na)

Fig. 1. The layout of SCREAM and its elements.

function owners and initially sent from them to intended receivers (e.g. product
managers, system owners and design engineers) for review and acceptance.
Di®erent patterns of communication can be modeled by chaining the elements
and the coding of their attributes. We de¯ne the CP as a modeled representation of
the communication event investigated, and is coded in a binary string, as expressed
in (1).
CP :¼ sender ðb1; b2Þ; Cðb3; b4Þ; Sðb5; b6Þ; receiver ðb7; b8Þ;
b1; b7 2 fu; nug; b2; b8 2 fa; nag; b3 2 fsc; nscg; b4 2 fc; ncg;
b5 2 fss; nssg; b6 2 fs; nsg:

ð1Þ

Given the restriction that each attribute can have two states (e.g. u ¼ understood or
nu ¼ not understood for b1 and b7) when analyzing a communication event between
two actors (e.g. system and software designer or product manager and function
developer), SCREAM can theoretically represent 2 9 ¼ 512 di®erent CPs. However,
the value of 512 is only a theoretical upper limit, since some representations may not
be realistic in practice. For example, identifying representations including the
combination C(nsc, nc)S(nss, ns) are not likely 

 traces of unexpected and not
established communication and speci¯cation are di±cult to ¯nd. This reduces the
number of realistically possible CPs with 2 5 ¼ 32 to 480 (512–32). The following
describes and exempli¯es the coding of the elements' attributes.
The sender element contains two attributes. The ¯rst attribute is mainly based on
the notion of common ground and grounding, giving a binary representation of the
states of the level of understanding that has been achieved as posited in [39]. Accordingly, the value nu represents States 0–2 while the value u represents State 3.
However, reaching a common understanding does not mean that the actors have
taken any actions a®ecting each other. Therefore, a second attribute was included to
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model if the sender has taken any actions on the matter, a®ecting the receiver, except
actions related to the communication of the matter. For example, if the system
designer has acted on the impact of increasing the functions of the system by, for
example, adapting the memory size and computational capacity (e.g. Flops) of the
system, then the system designer has acted on the matter. But if the system
designer has sent function and system requirements to the software designer, then
the matter is attributed as communicated. Table 2 describes and exempli¯es the
sender attributes.
Table 2. Sender attributes.
Has acted on?
Has understood?

Acted on (a)

Not acted on (na)

Understood (u)

The sender has understood the matter
and has acted on it.
Example System designer (u, a): The
system designer has understood the impact of increasing the functions of the
system.
The system designer has acted by
adapting the memory size and computational capacity of the system.

The sender has not understood the matter
and has not acted on it.
Example System designer (u,na): The
system designer has understood the
impact of increasing the functions of the
system
The system designer has not acted by
adapting the memory size and computational capacity of the system.

Not understood
(nu)

The sender has understood the matter,
but has not acted on it.
Example System designer (nu,a): The
system designer has not understood the
impact of increasing the functions of the
system.
The system designer has acted by
changing the system design but without
considering required changes of memory
size and computational capacity.

The sender has not understood the
matter, but has acted on it.
Example System designer (nu,na): The
system designer has not understood the
impact of increasing the functions of the
system.
The system designer has not acted by
changing the system design.

Table 3 describes and exempli¯es the receiver attributes. Similar to the sender
attributes, the receiver attributes model the receiver's capability and willingness of
understanding and assimilating the sender's information, and whether the receiver
has taken any related actions on the matter.
The communication attributes provide information about whether the matter of
concern should and has been communicated between the sender and the receiver.
Table 3 describes and exempli¯es the communication attributes.
According to Clark and Brennan [39], specifying the exchanged information is an
important part of the grounding process to e®ectively reach a shared understanding.
The attributes of the speci¯cation element re°ect the relevance and completeness of
the exchanged information speci¯ed, and whether this has been carried out, so the
actors can e®ectively and su±ciently understand and absorb it. Table 4 describes
and exempli¯es the coding of these attributes.
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Table 3. Receiver attributes.
Has acted on?

Has understood?

Acted on (a)

Not acted on (na)

Understood (uÞ

The receiver has understood the message
from the sender and has acted on it.
Example Software designer (u,a): The
software designer has understood the
impact of increasing the functions of the
system on the software design.
The software designer has acted by
adapting the software design so its impact
on memory size and computational capacity are optimized.

The receiver has understood the message
from the sender, but has not acted on it.
Example Software designer (u,na): The
software designer has understood the
impact of increasing the functions of the
system on the software design.
The software designer has not acted by
adapting the software design even though
seeing its impact on memory size and
computational capacity.

Not understood
(nu)

The receiver has not understood the message, but has acted on it.
Example Software designer (nu,a): The
software designer has not understood
the impact of increasing the functions of
the system on the software design.
The software designer has acted by
changing the software design but without
seeing the impact on memory size and
computational capacity.

The receiver has not understood message
from the sender, and has not acted on it.
Example Software designer (nu,na): The
software designer has not understood the
impact of increasing the functions of the
system on the software design.
The software designer has not acted by
changing the software design.

The following example of a communication event shows how it can be modeled
as a CP by chaining the four elements in SCREAM and coding their attributes,
and what kind of information the CP can provide for further analysis. In this
example, the system designer has understood the impact of adding functions to the
system and acted by adapting the memory size and computational capacity of the
system.
The system designer should and has initiated the communication by sending
function and system requirements to the software designer and the software designer
should respond on the requirements from the system designer, i.e. the system designer act as the sender and software designer act as the receiver. The system designer and the software designer have been involved in the speci¯cation of the
adaptions between the system and software design but the adaptations between
the system and software design solutions have not been su±ciently speci¯ed. So, the
software designer misunderstood some of the requirements and acted by changing
the software design but without understanding its impact on the system solution for
memory size and computational capacity. This communication event can be represented as the CP in (2).
CP :¼ System designerðu; aÞ; Cðsc; cÞ; Sðss; nsÞ; Software designerðnu; aÞ:

ð2Þ

The coding of the CP shows that even though the communication between the
system designer and the software designer was established and the software designer
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Table 4. Communication attributes.
Should be
communicated?

Has been communicated?
Communicated (c)

Not communicated (nc)

Should be
communicated
(sc)

The matter should and has been
communicated between the sender and
receiver.
Example C (sc,c): Should be communicated to the software designer since increasing the functions of the system has an impact
on the software design.

The matter should, but has not, been
communicated between the sender
and receiver
Example C (sc,nc): Should be
communicated to the software designer since increasing the functions
of the system has an impact on the
software design.
The system designer has communicated
The system designer has not comnew function and system requirements to the municated new function and system
software designer.
requirements to the software designer.

Should not be
communicated
(nsc)

The matter should not, but has been
communicated between the sender and
receiver.
Example C (nsc,c): Should not be communicated to the software designer since
increasing the functions of the system
concerns only hardware and not the software
design.
The system designer has communicated
irrelevant function requirements to the software designer which has started unnecessary
information exchange, i.e. redundancy.

The matter should not, and has not,
been communicated between the
sender and receiver.
Example C (nsc,nc): Should not be
communicated to the software designer since increasing the functions
of the system concerns only hardware
and not the software design.
The system designer has not communicated irrelevant functions
requirements to the software
designer.

has taken actions, the software designer did not gain su±cient understanding, and
thus made the wrong assumptions when adapting the software design to the changes
of the system solution. The CP indicates that a probable underlying cause for the
failure of the communication can be related to speci¯cations, clarifying the content of
the exchanged information. Furthermore, root cause analysis by using collected
meta-data of the communication event may reveal, for example, that too little e®ort
was spent on specifying, or the overall speci¯cation processes and practices across the
actors need to be improved.
In this section, we advanced a model called SCREAM that was developed in
close collaboration with Volvo Cars and is mainly based on theoretical communication frameworks relying on the traditional sender/receiver model (e.g. [34])
and theories associated with the concept of common ground [38, 39]. Its overall
goal is to be conceptually simple and practically useful and tailorable to suit
di®erent businesses and industrial settings. SCREAM also characterizes central
aspects of organizational communication problems in a structured and descriptive
way, emphasizing to reveal patterns of communication issues on a high-level and
their e®ects and causes on which e®orts for developing improvements can be
motivated and based.
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Table 5. Speci¯cation attributes.

Should be
speci¯ed?

Has been speci¯ed?
Speci¯ed (s)

Not speci¯ed (ns)

Should be
speci¯ed
(ss)

The matter should and has been
speci¯ed.
Example S (ss,s): Should be speci¯ed
since increasing the functions of the
system has an impact on the software
design.
The system and software designers have
been involved and speci¯ed the adaptations between the system and software
design

The matter should, but has not, been
speci¯ed.
Example S (ss,ns): Should be speci¯ed
since increasing the functions of the system has an impact on the system and
software design.
However, the adaptions between the
system and software design were not
speci¯ed.

Should not be
speci¯ed
(nss)

The matter should not, but has, been
speci¯ed.
Example S (nss,s): Should not be speci¯ed since increasing the functions of the
system has no impact on the software
design.
The system and software designers have
been involved and speci¯ed the adaptations between the system and software
design, even though they should not, i.e.
redundancy.

The matter should not, and has not, been
speci¯ed.
Example S (nss,ns): Should not be
speci¯ed since increasing functions of the
system has no impact on the software
design.
Therefore, the adaptations between the
system and software design were not
speci¯ed.

SCREAM includes four main elements: sender, receiver, communication, and
speci¯cation. Each element has two attributes that are binary-valued and used to
describe di®erent communication problems in an organization. Di®erent patterns of
communication can be modeled by chaining the elements and the coding of their
attributes into a binary string.
4. Industrial Application of Model
The work presented in this paper is based on empirical research primarily using a
case study design, and qualitative and quantitative data [63, 64]. The °exible nature
of this approach was found useful, since the overall objectives of this study are: (1) to
iteratively develop and improve the design of SCREAM based on our experiences
and through feedback from professionals on it while collecting and analyzing data for
the 16 communication events and (2) to identify the main characteristics and develop an in-depth understanding about the communication problems arising in the
case investigated and use this knowledge to support our industrial partner in creating
and deciding on suitable solutions.
The study presented in this paper is part of a software process improvement (SPI)
initiative focusing on the inter-departmental interaction between MAN and PD in
development of software-intensive automotive systems. The results of the process
assessment showed that many of the issues (e.g. RE and early manufacturing
involvement) was related to insu±cient communication [10].
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The most critical issue revolved around the hand-shaking of requirements and
further re¯nement and detailing of them along with managing changes throughout the
full car development cycle. In our continued work with Volvo Cars, other types of
communication situations between PD and MAN also surfaced. For example, problem
solving and development and agreement on feasible solutions where communication of
other development artifacts rather than requirements were central (e.g. concepts and
functional speci¯cations, models, and test cases). In addition, the cost for adapting the
in-vehicle software to the manufacturing processes at Volvo Cars could be estimated to
be between 2MUS$ and 8.5MUS$, depending on the degree of change in a new car
model [10]. To gain a better understanding and improving the communication problems between PD and MAN, Volvo Cars expressed a direct need for examining and
clarifying the complexity and uncovering the e®ectiveness of organizational communication in practice. This motivated our e®orts to develop SCREAM, for post-mortem
modeling and analysis of organizational communication problems.
Below we describe the industrial setting and present how SCREAM was applied.
The following descriptions and examples are based on four of the 16 events: (1)
calibrating the automatic opening-and-closing function of the tailgate system in
manufacturing, (2) con¯guring the driver door system (DDS) by downloading
software to the DDS Electrical Control Unit (ECU) in manufacturing, and (3)
testing and verifying the audio system in manufacturing, and (4) verifying and
documenting part and serial numbers in manufacturing for an infotainment component. This because Volvo Cars only allowed us to expose four events and we do not
have room for the other 12 events.
4.1. Industrial setting at Volvo Cars
The study presented in this paper was carried out at Volvo Cars. The company has a
long history of developing vehicles, and its internal culture is in°uenced by the
Swedish cultural heritage. Volvo Cars is a premium car manufacturing company and
has approximately 30,000 employees all over the world and produces roughly 500,000
cars per year (Volvo Cars 2016).
Volvo Cars develops the software-intensive systems in large-scale and costly
projects, involving many people who represent several parts of the organization and
engineering disciplines. The complexity of the cars is high, since they are built of
interacting functions, systems, and sub-systems running on a large amount of software requiring extensive administration of requirements, speci¯cations and standards and precise integration (over 300 systems, 2500 functions and about 100,000
textual requirements in Volvo Cars). Furthermore, Volvo Cars has operations in
their manufacturing processes that are directly a®ected by in-vehicle software and
must be considered during the development. For example, car con¯gurations (e.g.
assembly plant software download), and veri¯cations (e.g. electrical tests) [10]. Also,
the design and development activities span over 2–4 years for a new car model
depending on the level of complexity and di®erentiation. This increases the
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uncertainty because software's functionality is highly changeable over time and the
tremendous growth of new software-intensive car functions [1, 15]. Given these
characteristics for Volvo Cars, the need of inter-departmental communication and
coordination throughout the development cycle is paramount [16].
The development of software-intensive systems is guided by the V model [65]. The
deliveries of the V model are governed by the overarching development system for
developing and delivering the complete vehicles based on a stage-gate model with
milestones (MSs) [66, 67]. At Volvo Cars, the decision on project start is made at
MS1. Exploration and balancing of requirements and solutions, and the status of
speci¯cations, development, integration, and veri¯cation for systems and component
are reported on di®erent levels (e.g. systems and components) at MS2 and MS3.
Complete car prototypes are veri¯ed at MS4. Trial production and veri¯cation of the
manufacturing processes starts at MS5, and manufacturing readiness and ramp-up of
manufacturing are decided at MS6. Similar development approaches are commonly
used in the automotive industry [1, 68].
4.2. Applying SCREAM at Volvo Cars
The application of SCREAM at Volvo Cars comprised three main steps as described
in Fig. 2. The steps were performed iteratively over a period of three months.
4.2.1. Step 1

Data collection
In Step 1, the data were collected by using an approach similar to the critical incidents
technique [69]. This technique can broaden knowledge of sparsely documented or

Fig. 2. Overview of applying SCREAM at Volvo Cars.
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poorly understood areas using factual reports of an individual's observation of their
behavior or of others [69, 70]. To elicit events of communication breakdowns between
PD and MAN that had led to defects related to the design and development, and
manufacturing of software-intensive systems in concluded vehicle programs, some key
informants at Volvo Cars were asked to recall and describe such communication
events. In total, seven key informants were interviewed during 2012, and the selection
of them was made primarily by expert judgment by representatives for PD and MAN
at Volvo Cars. The selected key informants constituted a considerable part of the
expertise at Volvo Cars and Table 6 shows the main characteristics of them. All of
them had more than six years' experience of cross-functional work between MAN and
PD in development of software-intensive automotive systems. Eliciting, analyzing, and
verifying manufacturing and design requirements are central tasks of the key informants. They are also responsible for developing and maintaining the processes and
tools managing the software-intensive systems in manufacturing. However, a balanced
distribution was di±cult to achieve at Volvo Cars, since sta® in PD was unavailable
for this study. This validity threat is further discussed in Sec. 6.3.
Table 6. Characteristics of the key informants.
Characteristics of the key
informants
Organizational a±liation
Roles
Time at the company
Experience of automotive
software development
Gender

Number of key informants
MAN (7) PD (0)
Manufacturing Engineers (4), System Manufacturing Engineer (1),
Technical Expert (1), Line Manager (1)
Less than 1 year (0); 1–5 years (); 6–10 years (0); >10 years (7)
Less than 1 year (0); 1–5 years (0); 6–10 years (3); >10 years (4)
Male (7), Female (0)

When interviewing the informants, we used a focused interview strategy [63]. To
collect relevant meta-data for su±cient descriptions and analysis of the identi¯ed
communication events, an interview instrument was developed, including the model
elements and their attributes in SCREAM, and some properties of interest for collecting and classifying supplementary information. When analyzing data, the
properties also served as a coding scheme, helping to structure the data and model
the communication events as CPs. Before the interviews, the research team (three
researchers and one industry representative) brainstormed the properties mainly
through discussing and analyzing di®erent real communication events. The properties were built up, and the meaning of them was preliminary agreed upon. While
collecting and analyzing the data, the research team continuously discussed and
re¯ned the properties (e.g. adding, splitting and reformulating them).
We considered some of the properties being generic for organizational communication, while others being more speci¯c for the industrial setting investigated here.
The properties are listed and exempli¯ed in Tables 7 and 8, using one of the four

Initial reason for
communication

Type of failing communication

Type of remedying
communication

Implication cost for
Actor 1 (MAN in
this study)

Implication cost for
Actor 2 (PD in this
study)

GP2

GP3

GP4

GP5

Property

GP1

ID

Speci¯es the estimated implication costs for Actor 2
caused by the communication failure, including such
as engineering costs and rises in product and
manufacturing costs

Speci¯es the estimated implication costs for Actor 1
caused by the communication failure, including such
as engineering costs and rises in product and
manufacturing costs

Speci¯es the types of communication, which was
primarily used for remedying the defect

Speci¯es the types of communication, which have
failed and was central in the interaction between the
actors. For example, formal communication (e.g.
written and transferred speci¯cations and structured
meetings), and informal communication (e.g. unscheduled face-to-face meetings and email/phone
interactions)

Speci¯es the reason for initiating the communication.
For example, changed information, task coordination, clari¯cation and negotiation (e.g. requirements,
design, tasks and decisions)

Description

Allocation of PD resources for analyzing and creating solutions
for calibrating the tailgate system had a cost of 14KUS$. To
resolve the defect once for all, the in-vehicle software was
refactored for the next car model at cost of 28KUS$

Allocation of manufacturing resources for analyzing and creating solutions for calibrating the tailgate system had a cost of
7KUS$ and the defect caused an extra cost for opening and
closing the tailgate manually in manufacturing of 0.35US$/
vehicle over the life cycle of the car model. Implication
cost ¼ 7KUS$ þ 0:35US$* (cars/year)*(car model life cycle)

Improved calibration of the tailgate system was mainly discussed through unscheduled face-to-face meetings and email
conversation combined with formal status reporting in a quality
follow-up system

The manufacturing requirements on calibrating the tailgate
system were formally speci¯ed and transferred to PD. But the
information from the negation during the review meetings
about how agreed solutions and implementations should actually look like was insu±cient

The manufacturing process has an impact on the maximum
available time for calibrating the tailgate system. Therefore,
requirements on calibrating the tailgate system (e.g. maximum
available time for and demands on diagnostic services (e.g. ISO14229–4 2012) for quality assuring and automating the calibration should be communicated from MAN (sender) to PD
(receiver), and clari¯ed and negotiated between them

Example

Table 7. Generic properties used in collection and classi¯cation of data for the communication events.
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Property

Too many iterations

Duplicate and ambiguous information

Total estimated cost
(GP4 þ GP5)

ID

GP6

GP7

GP8

Estimation of the total cost in US$ for the communication failure including implication costs for Actors
1 and 2 (GP4 þ GP5)

Speci¯es whether there are any external factors
in°uencing or overruling the information exchange,
agreements and decisions between Actors 1 and 2

Speci¯es whether the issue has been iterated several
times between Actors 1 and 2, but no acceptable
solution has been established

Description

Table 7. (Continued )

When resolving the defect, MAN and PD allocated in total
21KUS$ (7 þ 14) for analyzing and generating a feasible solution. The solution led to an extra cost of 28KUS$ for refactoring
the software. Since it could not be implemented until the next
car model, it caused an increased cost for calibrating the tailgate
system in manufacturing of 0.35US$/vehicle over the life cycle
of the current car model. This resulted in a total cost over the
life cycle of the car model of 21KUS$ þ 28KUS$ þ 0.35US$*
(cars/year)*(car model life cycle)

PD and MAN have agreed on a solution for calibrating the
tailgate system in manufacturing, but the demands on capitalizing on commonality between di®erent vehicle models and
brands overruled the agreement

Although the calibration of the tailgate system has been iterated between MAN and PD several times, yet no acceptable
solution has been implemented

Example
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Property

Defect detection
point

Late detection of
defect

Defect originator
direction

Defect delivered
to customer

Introduction of
new technology

Variants

SW/HW related

Defect solution
point

Solution cost for
solving the defect

ID

SP1

SP2

SP3

SP4

SP5

SP6

SP7

SP8

SP9

Description

Speci¯es the estimated costs for solving the defect
once for all, i.e. eliminating any further implication
costs for the actors

Speci¯es when and where a solution for solving the
defect once for all, i.e. eliminating any further implication costs for the actors, was implemented and
veri¯ed

Speci¯es whether the main cause of the defects can be
referred to hardware or software, or both

Speci¯es whether a certain combination of, or too
many variants cause the defect

Speci¯es new technologies introduced in vehicles or
manufacturing processes causing the defect

Speci¯es whether the defect can be delivered to the
end-customers (users of the vehicle) and a®ect their
experience

Speci¯es the direction from the actor causing the
defect to the actor a®ected by the defect

Speci¯es whether the issues was discovered in late
phases of PD. Late is de¯ned as when defects are
discovered after building and verifying prototypes of
the complete vehicle at MS4

In order to adapt the tailgate system functionality so it can be calibrated
in the manufacturing process without implication costs, refactoring of the
in-vehicle software was implemented in the next car model at a cost of
28KUS$

The solution for improved calibration of the tailgate system functionality
was implemented by PD and veri¯ed during building of prototypes of the
next car model at MS4

The tailgate system calibration issue is primarily caused by ine±cient
calibration mechanisms in the in-vehicle software

Insu±cient calibration of the tailgate system is only identi¯ed for car
variants with 5 doors

A new technology for optimizing the automatic opening and closing of the
tailgate has been introduced.

The manufacturing requirements on quality assurance of the calibration
were not ful¯lled, and thus de¯cient tailgate system functionality may be
delivered to the customer

The change of the automatic opening and closing function of the tailgate
system was introduced by PD without considering the requirements on
automation and quality assurance of the tailgate system in manufacturing,
i.e. PD is the originator of the defect and the function change a®ects MAN

Yes, insu±cient calibration of the tailgate system was ¯rst discovered in
manufacturing at MS5

Insu±cient calibration of the tailgate system's automatic opening and
closing function was detected in manufacturing during the trial production
building phase at MS5.

Example

Speci¯c properties used in collection and classi¯cation of data for the communication events.

Speci¯es when the defect was detected

Table 8.
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examples of events. The generic properties are tagged GP1 and GP2, etc. and the
speci¯c ones are tagged SP1 and SP2, etc. For example, in this inquiry, the generic
properties GP4 (implication cost for Actor 1) and GP5 (implication cost for Actor 2)
include all the implication costs for MAN and PD, respectively. Such costs are, for
example, allocated engineering resources for resolving the defect, and rises in product
and manufacturing costs caused by the defect. GP4 and GP5 can be applied to other
communication settings involving other actors as well (e.g. product managers and
design engineers), and thus we consider them as generic. SP9 (solution cost for
resolving the defect), on the other hand, is a speci¯c property, since it is explicitly
attributed to the costs for resolving defects once for all, so any further implication
costs for MAN and PD are eliminated. SP9 is added to the implication costs but can
be discerned as a separate cost when analyzing the meta-data.
All the interviews were held in Swedish with one interviewee and one interviewer,
who was responsible for the interview process and took extensive notes organized
according to the attributes and properties of the instrument. The interview time
varied between 30 min and 60 min, including follow-up interviews to clarify and
expand the descriptions during the analytic process. To enrich the understanding
and analysis of the identi¯ed communication events, data (e.g. quantitative data on
implication costs) were also extensively collected from pertinent documentation and
archival records (e.g. process descriptions, project follow-up data and speci¯cations).
This data was also used to corroborate interview data.
4.2.2. Step 2

Data modeling and classi¯cation
The purpose of Step 2 was to achieve a consistent and accurate coding of interview
data and supplementing information in documents based on the elements and
attributes in the communication model and the properties of interest.
The procedure for modeling each of the communication events started with
building and structuring the extracted data based on the elements and their attributes. This in order to obtain consistent syntax and semantics for all the events'
descriptions of the communication between PD and MAN. Based on these descriptions the attributes were coded, and the elements chained, resulting in CPs representing the modeled characteristics of each communication event.
The data were also classi¯ed based on the properties listed in Tables 7 and 8. For
example, estimated engineering costs for resolving the defect (e.g. data collection,
analyzing, validating, reporting, and decision-making), and any increases in product
and manufacturing cost (e.g. extra process costs for con¯guring, calibrating and
verifying cars in manufacturing) were attributed to GP4 and GP5. If there was a
once-for-all-cost that solved the defect, it was added to the implication costs for
MAN (GP4) and PD (GP5) as a separate cost item. For example, if the defect was
resolved by refactoring and releasing the in-vehicle software, this cost was attributed
to SP9 (see Table 8) and added as a separate cost item in the implication cost for PD
(GP5, see Table 7).
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A preliminary modeling and classi¯cation of data were performed by one researcher and one industry representative in a series of meetings. The extracted data
of each communication event was ¯lled out and documented in an MS Excel sheet.
Furthermore, a short rationale, explaining the modeling and why the data should
be classi¯ed into a speci¯c property was added (e.g. why the event included a
solution cost classi¯ed into SP9).
The results were then presented and discussed with two other researchers until an
agreement was reached, so-called peer debrie¯ng [64]. Mainly based on the accessibility
and reliability of data, communication events were also selected for further data
analysis. This resulted in a set of 16 events. Furthermore, while carrying out Step 2,
the meaning of attributes and properties, and the orthogonality between them were
continuously assessed and evaluated among the members of the research team to
enhance the consistency and accuracy of the data being modeled and classi¯ed.
4.2.3. Step 3

Data analysis
In Step 3, the data were analyzed through content analysis [64]. The document
analysis was guided by the results extracted from the interviews to enrich the
analysis and understanding. Furthermore, for each of the events identi¯ed, relevant
documentation was examined to check whether it indeed con¯rmed the interview
data. If the documentation contained what was included in an event, it was considered to support it. Similarly, if the documentation contradicted what was
included, it was considered not to support the event.
Step 3 included two main parts: (1) quantitative analysis of modeled and classi¯ed
data, and (2) in-depth qualitative analysis of CPs and extracted meta-data. The ¯rst
activity consisted of calculating the frequencies and costs of events for di®erent CPs
and codings of the single elements.
In the second activity, we used qualitative techniques for scrutinizing the modeled
and classi¯ed data and con¯rming the results, such as triangulation of quotes of key
informants, e-mail conversations, and documented information (e.g. speci¯cations,
processes, project follow-up data). Example quote: \In project x, PD did not understand how the manufacturing requirements would a®ect system x when they
wanted to con¯gure system x in the factory". This quote indicates that there are
problems in communicating manufacturing requirements so they are understood,
and was further analyzed by reviewing requirements speci¯cations and descriptions
of processes for balancing requirements across PD and MAN at Volvo Cars. To
enhance the validity, similar quotes of other events and of other key informants and
documented information were triangulated.
Finally, a root cause analysis of the results of the content analysis was performed
with an overall aim to reveal underlying main causes and e®ects of the communication failures, setting the baseline for the creation of candidate solutions. For example, the examination of project follow up data showed that the manufacturing
requirements were insu±ciently broken down and balanced on the required design
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level, ensuring the con¯guration of system x in manufacturing. Both the content
analysis and the root cause analysis were performed by one researcher and one
industry representative in a series of meetings. Furthermore, the results and the use
of the model were shared and discussed with other researchers and industry representatives for PD and MAN at Volvo Cars, see Sec. 6.3.
5. Results and Analysis
Overall, 13 types of CPs were found among the 16 analyzed events and a grand total
estimated improvement potential of 11 224.6KUS$. This indicates that the events
provided a diverse sample of weak communication situations between PD and MAN.
However, the identi¯ed CPs only represent 2.5% (13 out of 512) of all theoretically
possible patterns that our model can express.
Table 9 shows the CPs found in the analyzed communication events and the
number of such events linked to each of the CPs (there were four events of type
CP01, the rest of the events found were each unique).
In the table, each CP is generically described, and the summarized estimated
total cost (GP8, de¯ned in Table 7) of the linked communication events for each
of the CPs are given. For example, for the four communication events that are
linked to CP01 the summarized estimated total cost (GP8) is 9 697.3KUS$, while
only one, low-impact event is linked to CP13, showing a cost of 12.2KUS$. The
CPs are presented in descending order according to the summarized estimated
total cost.
To clarify the coding of the CPs in Table 9, we exemplify four di®erent CPs,
CP01, CP07, CP08, and CP11 in Table 10, using the four examples of events.
Looking at CP01, in all of the events for this pattern, MAN act as the sender and PD
as the receiver. For example, in one of the linked events, MAN has initiated the
communication by sending manufacturing requirements on calibrating the tailgate
system to PD (e.g. maximum time for the calibration and demands on diagnostic
services (e.g. ISO-14229–4 2012) for quality assuring and automating the calibration.
However, further information has not been exchanged, and the gradual detailing of
requirements and solutions for calibrating the tailgate system should have, but has
not, been speci¯ed. MAN has neither understood the impact of the requirements on
the calibration of the tailgate system nor acted on the matter by adapting the
a®ected manufacturing operations. PD has acted by changing the design prerequisites for the tailgate system but without considering the impact of the
manufacturing requirements on the calibration of the tailgate system.
The high estimated total cost of 9697.3 KUS$ for CP01 is mainly related to the
high impact of increasing the variable costs for each car, for example, added process
time for downloading software to each car in manufacturing.
Table 8 also shows that there is a large di®erence in cost between, for example,
CP13 and CP01 (9697.3 KUS$ and 12.2 KUS$, respectively). The explanation is that
for CP13, in contrast to CP01, the costs merely includes costs for dedicated

Understood

a The

MAN(na)
MAN(a)
MAN(a)
PD(a)
PD(a)
PD(a)
MAN(a)
PD(a)
MAN(a)
PD(a)
PD(a)
PD(a)
PD(a)

Acted
on

C(sc)
C(sc)
C(sc)
C(sc)
C(sc)
C(sc)
C(sc)
C(sc)
C(sc)
C(sc)
C(nsc)
C(sc)
C(sc)

Should
be comm.
C(c)
C(c)
C(c)
C(c)
C(c)
C(c)
C(c)
C(c)
C(c)
C(c)
C(c)
C(nc)
C(c)

Has been
comm.

Communication

S(ss)
S(ss)
S(ss)
S(ss)
S(ss)
S(ss)
S(ss)
S(ss)
S(ss)
S(ss)
S(nss)
S(ss)
S(ss)

S(ns)
S(ns)
S(ns)
S(ns)
S(s)
S(s)
S(ns)
S(ns)
S(s)
S(ns)
S(ns)
S(ns)
S(ns)

Should
Has
be spec. been spec.

Speci¯cation

PD(nu)
PD(u)
PD(nu)
MAN(nu)
MAN(nu)
MAN(nu)
PD(u)
MAN(nu)
PD(nu)
MAN(u)
MAN(u)
MAN(nu)
MAN(nu)

Understood
PD(a)
PD(na)
PD(na)
MAN(a)
MAN(na)
MAN(na)
PD(a)
MAN(a)
PD(a)
MAN(a)
MAN(a)
MAN(na)
MAN(na)

Acted
on

Receiver

4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
16

9697.3
592.1
358.4
136.6
86.9
80.8
65.6
53.1
37.9
37.9
32.9
32.9
12.2
11 224.6

#events Sum event cost (KUS$) a

calculation of the estimated total cost for each event is based on 500.000 cars/year, 225 working days/year, 7 years product life cycle.

CP01 MAN(nu)
CP02
MAN(u)
CP03 MAN(nu)
CP04
PD(u)
CP05
PD(u)
CP06
PD(nu)
CP07
MAN(u)
CP08
PD(nu)
CP09
MAN(u)
CP10
PD(nu)
CP11
PD(nu)
CP12
PD(nu)
CP13
PD(nu)
Grand total

ID

Sender

Element/Attributes

Table 9. Identi¯ed CPs.
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CP01

MAN is the sender since MAN
initiated the communication by
sending manufacturing requirements on calibrating the end
positions of the tailgate. MAN
has not acted by adapting the
manufacturing operations and
has not understood the
implications of the calibration.

The manufacturing requirements on calibrations in the
factory a®ect the software design of the calibration algorithm and quality assurance
mechanisms, and should be
communicated to PD and
have been communicated.

Element

Sender

Communication

CP11
PD is the sender since PD has
initiated the communication by
sending requirements on verifying and documenting part
and serial numbers for an infotainment component. PD has
acted by changing the design
so required data can be
retrieved from the component
but has not understood the
necessity of doing it in
manufacturing.

Requirements on verifying an
documenting part and serial
numbers of the infotainment
component were irrelevant and
should not be communicated to MAN but has been
communicated, i.e. redundancy

CP08
PD is the sender since PD initiated the communication, by
sending requirements and test
cases to MAN for testing functions of the audio system. PD
has acted by changing the
audio system design but has
not understood the impact of
the manufacturing environment and processes on the test.

Information about the test
should be communicated to
MAN and has been communicated to enable correct implementation of the audio
function tests in manufacturing

CP07
MAN is the sender since MAN
initiated the communication by
sending manufacturing requirements on con¯guring the DDS
(e.g. maximum available time
for downloading software to the
DDS ECU). MAN has acted
by adapting the a®ected
manufacturing operations as
MAN has understood the impact of increasing the line speed
on the maximum available time
for downloading software to the
DDS ECU.
Increasing the manufacturing
line speed should be communicated to PD since it has
an impact on the maximum
available time for downloading
software to the DDS ECU.
MAN has communicated
manufacturing requirements on
the maximum available time for
downloading software to the
DDS ECU

Table 10. Examples of CPs.
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Requirements and solution for
the tailgate calibration has
been elaborated and should be
speci¯ed but have not been
speci¯ed.

PD has acted by adapting the
design prerequisites for calibrating the tailgate but has not
understood the manufacturing requirements.

Receiver

CP01

Speci¯cation

Element

PD has acted by changing the
design prerequisites for downloading software to the ECU
has understood the impact of
increasing the manufacturing
line speed on the maximum
available time for downloading
software to the ECU.

Exchanged information for
clarifying trade-o®s between
requirements and alternative
solutions for handling the increased manufacturing line
speed should be speci¯ed but
has not been speci¯ed.

CP07

MAN has acted by implementing required changes of the
manufacturing operations and
has understood the requirements on verifying and documenting part and serial
numbers of the component.

MAN has acted by implementing new technologies for
testing the audio system but
has not understood implications of the design prerequisites
for the audio system.

CP11
Requirements and solutions for
verifying and documenting part
and serial numbers are irrelevant and should not be
speci¯ed but has been speci¯ed.

CP08
Information has been exchanged and developed test
procedures and evaluation criteria should be speci¯ed but
have not been speci¯ed.

Table 10. (Continued )
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engineering resources to such activities as data collection, analyzing, reporting and
decision-making, and no increased variable costs for each car.
In Secs. 5.1–5.3, we further analyze the results in regard to: (1) each single model
element, (2) CPs, and (3) properties. The property analysis mainly includes the costrelated properties, namely GP4, GP5 and GP8 (see Table 7). We have chosen to
focus on these properties because they show the potential bene¯ts of improving the
communication between PD and MAN at Volvo Cars, providing and important
rational on which the need of further work on solutions to the communication problems can be motivated at Volvo Cars. Also, the other properties will provide
important information in the search for solutions.
5.1. Single element analysis
The distribution of the communication events over the model elements and the
codings of their attributes are shown in Fig. 3. The summarized estimated total cost
(GP8) of the linked communication events for each coding of the element attributes
is also given. For example, for the communication element, the summarized estimated total cost of the 14 communication events with the coding C (sc,cÞ is
11,158.8KUS$.
Distribution of the communication events over the codings of
the specification attributes

Sender
Distribution of the
communication events over
the codings of the sender
attributes

Coding

#

%

s: specified
ns: not specified
ss: should be specified
nss: should not be specified

Sum total cost
(KUS$)

Coding

#

S(ss,ns)

12* 75

%

10 086.1**

S(ss,s)

3

19

206.6

Receiver

S(nss,ns)

1

6

32.9

Distribution of the
communication events over the
codings of the receiver
attributes

Grand total

16 100

11 224.6

Sum total cost
(KUS$)

Coding

#

Sum estimated
total cost (KUS$)

%

PD(nu,a)

5*

31

9735**

MAN(nu,na)

4 25

9 697.3**

Communication (C)

PD(u,na)

1

6

592.1

MAN(u,a)

3 19

695.6

PD(nu,na)

1

6

358.4

MAN(nu,a)

1

358.4

Distribution of the communication events over the codings of
the communication attributes

MAN(nu,na)

4

25

212.8

MAN(nu,a)

2

13

189.8

MAN(u,a)

2

13

70.9

PD(u,a)

1

6

6

PD(nu,a)

6* 37

249.8

PD(u,a)

2 13

223.5

Grand total 16 100

Coding
C(sc,c)

11 224.6

u: understood; nu:not understood
a: acted; na: not acted

c: communicated
nc: not communicated
sc: should be comminicated
nsc: should not be communicated

#

%

14* 88

Sum total cost
(KUS$)

11 158.8**

C(sc,nc)

1

6

32.9

C(nsc,c)

1

6

32.9

Grand total

16 100

11 224.6

Grand total

16 100

65.6
11 224.6

u: understood; nu:not understood
a: acted; na: not acted

Fig. 3. Distribution of the events and their summarized cost over the codings of the attributes (*Most
frequent, **Highest summarized estimated cost).

Figure 3 shows that most of the events are coded as C(sc,cÞ for the communication
attributes (14 out of 16) while only two are coded as C(nsc,cÞ and C(sc,nc). This
re°ects the di±culties in identifying events where no communication has occurred, or
the matter should not be communicated. Thus, it is unlikely to ¯nd events where the
matter should not and has not been communicated, i.e. being coded as C(nsc,nc).
Looking at the sender attributes, 62.5% (¯ve out of eight) of all possible codings
are covered by the events. The most common codings of the sender attributes are
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PD(nu,aÞ (37%) followed by MAN(nu,na) (25%). The codings MAN(nu,na) and
MAN(u,aÞ have the highest summarized estimated total cost (9697.3KUS$ and
695.6KUS$, respectively).
There are also no events coded as PD(nu,na) and PD(u,na) where PD has not
made any changes a®ecting MAN. One explanation for this may be a biased selection
of the communication events. The 16 events were collected by informants from
MAN, who consciously or unconsciously might tend to select events where PD had
acted on the matter by changing the design, so it had an e®ect on the manufacturing
operations. Another explanation is that PD primarily drives technology innovations,
and in particular for software-intensive systems, which in turn demand adaptations
of a®ected manufacturing operations [10].
In regard to the receiver attributes, Fig. 3 reveals that 88% (seven out of eight) of
all possible codings are covered by the events. The high representativeness indicates
a good spread of the sample of events. However, there are no events for MAN(u,na),
which may also be a result of biased selection and analysis of the communication
events. That is, when MAN has understood, there could have been a tendency to
select events where MAN always has a willingness of taking required actions to solve
the problem. Moreover, PD(nu,a) and PD(u,na) have the highest summarized cost
(9735KUS$ and 592.1KUS$, respectively).
Looking at the distribution of events over the codings of the speci¯cation attributes in Fig. 3, a majority of the events (12 out of 16) shows that the exchanged
information has been speci¯ed insu±ciently, and the summarized total estimated
cost of these events is 10,086.1KUS$. Moreover, in three of the events, the communication has failed even though the exchanged information had been su±ciently
speci¯ed.
To get an overview of the representativeness of the di®erent codings of the sender
and receiver attributes, Fig. 4 displays the number of events for each combination of
the attributes and the involved actors (PD and MAN), using a bubble graph [71].
The size of the bubbles indicates the number of events for each combination. For
example, four events are linked to the combination where MAN is acting as the
sender with the coding MAN(nu,na) (has not understood and not acted on the
matter) and PD is acting as the receiver with the coding PD(nu,a) (has not understood, but has acted on the matter).

1

1

3

[u,a]
[u,na]
[nu,a]

Receiver attributes—
PD

Sender attributes—
PD

1

Receiver attributes—
MAN

2

1
1
4

1
1

[nu,na]

Sender attributes—
MAN

[u,a]

[u,na]

[nu,a]

[nu,na]

[nu,na]

[nu,a]

[u,na]

[u,a]

Fig. 4. Distribution of events over PD and MAN, and the codings of the sender and receiver attributes.
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The graph shows also that in 14 of the 16 events, the communication has failed
due to insu±ciently shared understanding of the matter of concern. In addition, in
nine of those 14 events, neither PD nor MAN had understood the matter, whereas
either PD or MAN had understood in ¯ve events.
On the other hand, in the upper right quadrant of the graph, it can be observed
that the communication has failed in two of the events, although both MAN
(sender) and PD (receiver) have understood the matter. Moreover, there are no
events being coded with the combination \na" for both the sender and the receiver
(e.g. MAN(u,na) and PD(nu,na)). Thus, identifying events where neither the
sender nor the receiver has taken any actions, a®ecting one or the other of them,
seems unlikely.
5.2. CP analysis
Looking at the distribution of events over the CPs in Table 8, CP01 has the largest
number of links (4) and the highest summarized estimated costs (9697.3KUS$). An
analysis of the four events linked to CP01 shows that they have large deviations in
regards to the cost, ranging from 37.9KUS$ to 6,199.8KUS$. This indicates that it is
not possible to assume that events modeled as CP01 are usually the most costly in
the setting investigated here.
For CP07 it can be seen that the communication has failed although both MAN
and PD have understood and acted. The requirements and the alternative solution to
resolve the too long time for downloading software to the DDS ECU for con¯guring
the DDS had been understood and selected. PD has reduced the software size by
modularizing con¯guration part of the software and MAN has adapted the tools for
the downloading process (e.g. updating the software download equipment for handling new software download procedures and diagnostic services (e.g. ISO-14229–
4:2012)) so only the con¯guration part of the software could be downloaded. The
coding of CP07 indicates that an underlying cause of the communication failure can
be related to speci¯cations, since the exchanged information should have, but has
not, been speci¯ed su±ciently. Looking into data, speci¯cations on software parts
pre-loaded at supplier and necessary adaptions in manufacturing for downloading
the con¯guration software were missing.
CP11 shows that the communication has been established between PD and MAN
even though it should not. This because PD had not understood the necessity of
reading the part and serial number of the infotainment component to ensure that
vehicles contain the right con¯guration in accordance with corresponding product
speci¯cations and to document each vehicle's con¯guration by recording required
data in a vehicle database before the vehicle leaves manufacturing. This led to an
estimated total cost of 32.9KUS$ for unnecessary work (refactoring of the software
enabling reading of part and serial number from the infotainment component and
implementation of required adaptations in the manufacturing process), which can be
referred to redundancy and waste of resources. Moreover, for CP11 and CP10, the
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matter has been understood and acted on by MAN despite the fact that PD has not
understood and the exchanged information has not been speci¯ed su±ciently.
As mentioned in Sec. 5.1, lack of shared understanding is prevalent in the communication events examined. This is also re°ected in Table 9 where either PD or
MAN, or neither of them, have understood the matter of concern in 11 out the 13
CPs. The summarized estimated cost for these CPs is 10 566.9KUS$. In ¯ve of those
11 CPs (CP04, CP05, CP09, CP10 and CP11), either PD or MAN have understood,
but the sharing and building of knowledge between them have failed. One reason for
this may be a lack of speci¯cations, since three out of these ¯ve CPs show that the
matter has not been speci¯ed.
In contrast, the other six CPs (CP01, CP03, CP06, CP08, CP12 and CP13) show
that neither of PD or MAN has understood the matter. Of these, the matter was not
speci¯ed in ¯ve CPs. However, requisite knowledge is not available within the two
departments, and thus the communication problems for these CPs are most likely
stemming from other factors than insu±cient sharing of knowledge, and inadequate
speci¯cations.
To gain a better understanding and ¯nd out the e®ects and possible causes for the
communication failures of the di®erent CPs (e.g. the high cost for CP01 and why the
apparently °awless communication failed in CP07), the following presents a drilldown analysis of the linked events by using collected meta-data.
5.3. Property analysis
The summarized estimated total costs for the CPs, GP8 (see Table 7), were calculated to 11,224.6KUS$, see Table 9. The distribution of the implication costs for PD
and MAN (see GP4 and GP5 Table 7) over the CPs showed that GP4 constitutes
96% (10,804.7 of 11,224.6) of the grand total estimated cost for all the CPs. This
indicates that the largest improvement potential for the set of communication events
investigated here is related to implications for manufacturing (e.g. increased process
time and unstable processes causing unnecessary reprocessing of the cars). In the
tailgate calibration event, for example, the manufacturing requirements on maximum calibration time and automatization was not ful¯lled. This caused extra station
in the manufacturing process for manually closing and opening the tailgate, increasing the running costs. We also discovered that in 14 of the 16 events the defects
was detected late (see SP2 in Table 8) and that solutions for resolving the defect and
eliminating the implication costs once and for all had not been developed and agreed
upon, and implemented in seven of the 16 events. Furthermore, the estimated solution cost (SP9 see Table 8) was relatively low compared to the implication costs.
For example, the solution cost for refactoring the in-vehicle software to resolve the
issue in the tailgate calibration event linked to CP01 could roughly be estimated to
28KUS$ (SP9), since it could not be implemented in the car model produced the
estimated implication cost for MAN and PD (GP4 and GP5) is 9697.3KUS$ over its
life cycle.
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With regard to CP07, the property GP7 (duplicate and ambiguous information),
see Table 7, showed that mutual understanding and an initial agreement on a solution for con¯guring the DDS were obtained between PD and MAN, but not
communicated to a third party involved in the development (here another brand).
Furthermore, the completeness of the speci¯cations was not attained, since demands
on common technical solutions between the brands were not included. This led to
that the agreed solution was ¯rst overruled, but later developed and implemented
owing to a too high risk of quality problems and low e±ciency in manufacturing.
A more thorough speci¯cation of the prior agreed solution between PD and MAN
and inclusion of the commonality demands might have been helpful in the argumentation for the agreed solution in the discussions with the third party.
In the analysis, we also looked for the main causes for the communication failure.
The single element analysis showed that in 12 out of the 16 events the matters of
concerns were insu±ciently speci¯ed. The analysis of the meta-data for these events
revealed that six of these 12 events are concerned with problems of communicating
manufacturing requirements on the software-intensive systems. Furthermore, the
summarized estimated cost for these events constitutes 92% of the total estimated
cost (10,355 of 11,224.6 KUS$).
Upon further looking into the meta-data, primarily GP1, GP2 and SP1 (see
Tables 7 and 8), and extracted background information of these events, we found
that MAN had initiated the communication in early phases of the car development
cycle (before MS2) through specifying and communicating generic and high-level
(complete vehicle level) manufacturing requirements (e.g. the duration time of calibration shall not exceed 10 s), into Volvo Cars' requirements management system.
However, after PD's acceptance of the requirements at MS2, no further balancing of
the manufacturing and product requirements, and detailing of the speci¯cations,
providing information about how the actual implementations should look like in the
manufacturing processes on systems and component level, were performed. For example, the solution for achieving the maximum calibration time of 10 s by dividing
the tailgate calibration into two algorithms and how to execute them at two di®erent
stations in the manufacturing process were not speci¯ed. We also found a lack of
formal methods and practices, supporting the breakdown of the requirements on
lower levels and further balancing of them across MAN and PD in later stages of the
car development cycle (MS2-MS6). For example, the manufacturing requirement on
maximum calibration time was not broken down to the sub-system for maneuvering
the tailgate and the software component controlling the calibration and logics of the
automatic open-and-close of the tailgate.
Based on these ¯ndings, Volvo Cars expressed a direct need of improving the
processes for balancing requirements and specifying the exchanged information between PD and MAN after MS2. Given the CPs generated by using SCREAM and the
improvement potential of 10,355KUS$, a follow-up study was therefore conducted in
close collaboration with Volvo Cars. This study is reported in [67] and resulted in a
lightweight RE framework focusing on improving requirements communication and
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speci¯cations, and initial feedback from using the framework yielded promising
results.
6. Discussion
Section 6.1 discusses the ¯ndings related to the speci¯c results of the Volvo Cars case
presented in Sec. 5, and in Sec. 6.2 our ¯ndings related to the use of SCREAM in
practice. Section 6.3 evaluates the validity threats to the study presented in this
paper.
6.1. Findings related to Volvo cars case
The analysis of the CPs showed that in ¯ve of all the CPs either PD or MAN had
adequate knowledge about the matter of concern. In three of these ¯ve CPs, the matter
had been insu±ciently speci¯ed which can be an explanation for the di±culties in
sharing and building knowledge between PD and MAN. This is in line with Almefelt
et al. [11], who found that particularly manufacturing knowledge is often experiencebased and tacit rather than being captured in detailed speci¯cations of purposes and
goals. For example, manufacturing requirements on con¯guring the DDS ECU in
manufacturing are generic and on the complete vehicle level, making it di±cult for
developers of a single function system, or component to convert the constraints to
measurable and understandable parameters. Di±culties in specifying and communicating precise and understandable requirements on an appropriate level of abstraction
are also well-known problems in software development [72, 73]. Furthermore, Calefato
et al. [28] found that text-based communication was preferred in RE because of its
ability to provide su±cient documentation and make decisions clear.
One strategy for building knowledge in an organization is systematization and
storage of explicit (codi¯ed) knowledge gained from concluded projects and making
it accessible and easy to use by anyone at the company. In lean automotive companies, this is commonly accomplished by establishing know-how databases evolved
from checklists and A3s, see Morgan and Liker [6], and similarly, this is often referred
to as having an Experience Factory (EF) [74] in software development. Examples of
bene¯ts are improved quality of produced development artifacts, more e®ective risk
management throughout the development process, and reduced risk of propagating
the same mistakes across projects [75]. However, this strategy is often resource
consuming [74], and the need for communication is probably not reduced by increasing the documentation [15]. Therefore, to build organizational knowledge other
strategies, such as the creation of learning networks that encourage and facilitate the
informal transfer of tacit knowledge throughout the company must also be adopted
[6]. Also, agile software development approaches highly rely on the organization's
capability of mediating tacit knowledge [76].
The modeling of the events also resulted in six CPs where neither MAN nor PD
had understood the matter communicated. Improving the sharing of knowledge
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between PD and MAN for these CPs seems therefore not to be enough. Furthermore,
even if other measures are taken that directly can improve the communication itself
(e.g. adding review meetings, communication media, and development artifacts),
there are most likely other indirect factors that also have to be considered. For
example, lack of ¯t between structural levels due to organizational di®erences between PD and MAN, and factors hindering knowledge transfer because of inadequate
training of the sta®, documentation (e.g. manufacturing and development processes,
and requirements speci¯cations) and ine®ective IT-based tools [8, 50]. Uncertainties
regarding roles and responsibilities within and across departments and project teams
may also be a critical factor [8, 9]. More speci¯cally, Pernstål et al. [10] reported that
the responsibilities between MAN and PD that ensure a ¯t between the design of the
software-intensive systems and the manufacturing processes are unclear and not
always understood. Furthermore, in earlier work, low understanding of each other's
roles has been found to be a critical factor in the PD/MAN interface for a successful
production start, but also a major cause for gaps in software requirements communication [8, 19].
In the property analysis, we found that the solution costs (SP9) were relatively
low compared with the implication costs (GP4 and GP5, see Table 7). This indicates
that, rather than negotiating and establishing solutions resolving the defect once and
for all, implication costs are allowed, especially when it comes to manufacturing.
Since in 14 of the 16 events the defects were detected late (see SP2 in Table 8) one
explanation for this can be the late discovery of the defects causing an unwillingness
of introducing product changes due to a risk of jeopardizing the start of production.
A speci¯c ¯nding of this study is that the speci¯cation quality of upfront communicated high-level manufacturing requirements is not good enough. Improving the
quality of the requirements speci¯cations will probably, however, have a minor e®ect,
since \perfect" requirements speci¯cations are impossible to achieve. In particular,
when it comes to writing textual requirements on large complex systems (e.g. [73,
77]). Furthermore, involved people and roles have a tendency to assume that upfront
produced artifacts convey all the information needed for downstream development
work, inhibiting the continuous exchange of information throughout the car development cycle, and in particular, across organizational boundaries [16]. Looking
further into the handling of the manufacturing requirements revealed a lack of
mechanisms supporting breakdown and both formal and informal communication of
them throughout the full car development cycle. Furthermore, handover points
where requirements information are conveyed between di®erent roles, both within
PD and MAN, and across them, were found. Handover points are critical for continuity of requirements communication, causing deteriorated awareness of the
requirements and increased risk of ignoring them after the handover [19].
Referring to the goal-oriented requirements communication model, as described in
Fricker et al. [27], the degree of a bidirectional communication of the manufacturing
requirements seems to be much like the informationless paradigm, i.e. MAN formulates the requirements and transfers them over to PD who receives and accepts
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them, but without any further information exchange. Although techniques such as
handshaking of requirements with improvement proposals, as described in Fricker
et al. [61], must be tailored so it ¯ts the setting investigated here (e.g. dynamic roles
of goal seeker and implementer, and the content of exchange information), its basic
constituents can serve as inspiration and catalyst for creating pertinent solutions.
It is also recommended that Volvo Cars looks into possibilities to improve the
handovers (e.g. improving organizational and spatial proximities). For example,
improving the passing of manufacturing requirements from manufacturing engineers
working in early development phases (MS1–MS2) to those working in later phases
(MS2–MS6), see Pernstål et al. [67].
6.2. Findings related to the use of SCREAM
One major ¯nding is the capability of SCREAM to extend the analysis of the
communication events by using the attributes b2 and b8 (has acted on) and the
properties in Tables 7 and 8. The contribution theory state that successful communication is achieved when the actors has reached a common understanding, i.e.
State 3, where pertinent documentation of exchanged information is particularly
critical during the grounding process [39]. Basing on this, successful communications
should be coded as sender(uÞ;receiver(uÞ;C(sc,cÞ;S(ss,sÞ. In addition, SCREAM
models if actions has been taken or not taken by the sender and receiver related to
the matter communicated. To be able to take the correct actions, a basic assumption
is that both the sender and the receiver have understood the matter. This means that
°awless communication taking the actions of the actors a®ecting them into consideration are most likely coded as sender(u,aÞ;receiver(u,aÞ;C(sc,cÞ;S(ss,sÞ. For example, even though both PD and MAN have understood the matter in CP02, the
communication event was a failure since PD has not taken any actions primary due
to late discovery of the defect and risk of jeopardizing start of production (see SP2 in
Table 7). On the other hand, despite that both PD and MAN have understood and
acted on the matter in CP07 the communication failed, since the property GP02
showed that the matter had not been communicated to a third party. Furthermore,
reaching a common understanding might as well lead to that the correct action is no
action taken. Consequently, even though CPs coded as both the sender and receiver
has understood and the exchanged information has been speci¯ed su±ciently indicate that the communication itself has worked, the whole communication event is
successful or unsuccessful depending on whether correct actions have been taken by
the actors.
Collecting and analyzing data to ensure correct coding of the attributes has been
understood (b1 and b7) and has been speci¯ed (b6) were not an easy task, and in
particular, measuring the level of understanding [39]. To determine if the matter has
been understood and the completeness of the speci¯cations, we performed content
and in depth analysis based on the data classi¯ed into the properties listed in
Tables 7 and 8. In CP01, the gaps within the grounding process con¯rming that PD
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and MAN had not reached a common understanding was extracted by especially
examining the properties GP1, GP2 and GP3. GP1 and GP2 provided information
about how and what was discussed and speci¯ed during the negotiation of the
manufacturing requirements and from GP3 information communicated about solutions for remedying the defect were extracted. For example, one of the key informants said \during the negotiation we talked about the manufacturing requirements
and the new tailgate system but we never discussed and analyzed how solutions for
the calibration actually should work in the plant". Systems and software speci¯cations, such as system requirement descriptions (SRD) and software requirement
speci¯cations (SWRS), con¯rmed this quote since documentation of solutions and
system adaptations were lacking. In GP3, such as email conversations and notes of
the quality follow-up system gave the possible to see how the solutions for resolving
the tailgate calibration were discussed and adapted step by step to ¯t PD and
MAN needs, and how the agreed solution was speci¯ed in, for example, the SRD
and SWRS.
A major challenge was to attain orthogonality between, and clarity and precision
of the model elements and their attributes. In particular, attaining non-overlap between the attributes b4 (has been communicated), and b2 and b8 (has acted on) was
di±cult. In order to discern b2 and b8 from b4, we de¯ned b2 and b8 as any actions
taken by an actor that have a®ected the other actor, except actions related to the
communication itself (see also Sec. 3). However, even though the coding of these
attributes was discussed and consolidated in revision meetings, their di®erence was
sometimes perceived as subtle.
Establishing a uni¯ed understanding and interpretation of the attributes among
the members of the review team is important for achieving accuracy and consistency
of the modeling. In addition to our revision meetings, inter-rater agreement values
(e.g. Fleiss Kappa) could have been computed for a pilot on a number of randomly
selected events. However, limitations in allocating the necessary resources for identifying additional events, and collecting and compiling required data for the pilot
made this unfeasible. Alternatively, the model could have been more ¯ne-grained
(e.g. including more and more precise model elements and attributes), but under the
sacri¯ce of the scalability of the model.
We also found di±culties in avoiding interdependencies between the attributes.
For example, the coding of one of the CPs (CP11) indicates that the communication
was unnecessary since it should never have been established. Looking into the linked
event, PD introduced an extended method for verifying and documenting the con¯guration of the cars, which showed out to be unnecessary. The information between
PD and MAN was exchanged on an informal basis and although it was deemed
irrelevant and should not have been speci¯ed, it could have been bene¯cial in this
event. While specifying, PD could have had a better opportunity of utilizing MAN's
understanding, and question the necessity of implementing the method. However,
coding the speci¯cation attribute to \should be speci¯ed" while the communication
attribute is coded to \should not be communicated" may be taken as illogical
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reasoning and inconsistency. This points out di±culties in achieving full orthogonality between the communication and speci¯cation attributes owing to logical
interdependencies between them.
For some events, there was a lack of relevant information, making it troublesome to identify the initial message and classify who act as the sender and the
intended receiver. Using several key informants and asking them follow-up questions, and extensively looking for supplementing the information in documents and
archival data were sometimes helpful, but we found many dead ends. However, this
classi¯cation is not critical, since SCREAM is more concerned with interpreting
and understanding the communication breakdown through analysis of the attributes of the elements. Furthermore, SCREAM does not assign the sender or the
receiver roles such as goal seeker and implementer [27], since the distinctions between such roles are sometimes unclear and they may be shifted during the project
cycle. For example, MAN can start as the problem owner, but when alternative
solutions have been evaluated, the most bene¯cial alternative may be a change
of the manufacturing processes, i.e. MAN has transformed from goal seeker to
implementer.
A limitation of SCREAM is that it can only be used to model and assess communication events that involve two actors as there can be additional actors, for
example, brokers, in°uencing the communication [22, 26]. This is re°ected in CP07
where both MAN and PD had understood and acted on the matter, but the
property analysis showed that the agreed solution for con¯guring the DDS was
overruled by a third actor. However, including more actors in SCREAM will dramatically increase the complexity. Adding one actor can theoretically increase the
possible codings of the CPs from 512 to 5123. Therefore, we instead decided to
include this aspect of communication in the properties (see GP7 in Table 7). To
further investigate the communication between the third actor and Actors 1 and 2,
and at the same time obtain scalability in such complex communication situations,
instantiations of SCREAM can be used (e.g. between PD at Volvo Cars and PD at
the other brand). Moreover, the event shows that attaining the right understanding
and acting are not always enough since external actors with diverging understanding and interests can in°uence the communication established between two
actors.
The total e®ort (time spent) used by both the company sta® and the research
team members for collecting and analyzing, and validating the results for the 16
events could be estimated to roughly 200 man-hours. A major part was dedicated to
collect information about each communication event. However, we believe that the
e®ort would be higher for this without using SCREAM as its elements, attributes and
properties helped to collect and classify relevant data in a systematic way. Furthermore, the feedback on SCREAM from other researchers and professionals indicated that knowledge and experience of the communication situation investigated
among practitioners using SCREAM are more critical than building their skills in
using the model.
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6.3. Threats to validity
One major threat in this study is that biased data are used since data were mainly
collected from interviews with key informants currently representing MAN. To
alleviate this threat, we used one informant at MAN that had considerable experience of designing automotive software systems at PD. Furthermore, we used
interview data from multiple key informants and additional data sources including
pertinent documentation and archival records for corroborating and triangulating
data. Observer triangulation and prolonged involvement were also utilized [64].
Two of the members of the research team (one researcher and one industry representative) could frequently and extensively discuss and analyze the collected
data. Moreover, they had more than 10 years of experience of cross-functional work
between PD and MAN in development of software-intensive automotive systems at
Volvo Cars. These measures were used to guard against observer and respondent
bias.
When applying SCREAM, another threat is the quality of the modeling and
classi¯cation of collected data (Step 2 in Sec. 4.2.2) and the results of the analysis
(Step 3 in Sec. 4.2.3). This threat was mitigated primarily by triangulating data
sources (see above) and utilizing peer debrie¯ng [64]. The research team iteratively
shared and reviewed the coding of data and the results of the analysis in a series of
revision meetings to enhance the consistency and accuracy of the results. Furthermore, to receive feedback on the results and SCREAM, meetings and seminars were
held with other researchers and representatives for PD and MAN at Volvo Cars (e.g.
line and project managers and software systems and manufacturing engineers) who
were familiar with the study.
Another major threat is that the key informants may not express their real opinions in the meetings and thus do not contribute with their expertise. To address this
threat, the key informants were guaranteed anonymity and that sensitive information would neither be published nor possible to trace to individuals. The impression
was that all the key informants spoke freely and were actively involved in the
meeting.
In this study, we have solely examined communication events between PD and
MAN at one company, namely Volvo Cars, limiting the applicability of the ¯ndings
beyond the company studied. To enhance the possibilities for the readers to judge
whether SCREAM and the results can be used in other settings, and in particular, in
the car industry, we provide a thorough description of the industrial setting at Volvo
Cars in Sec. 4.1. Furthermore, the description shows that many of the characteristics
of Volvo Cars are also common in the car industry, especially in the premium car
segment. Moreover, to be in a leading position, premium carmakers must continuously develop and introduce new innovations and technologies in products and
manufacturing, which are usually adopted by other carmakers. Since SCREAM is
primary based on combining central and well-established elements of communication, we believe that it has the potential to help practitioners analyzing their
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communication problems in other industrial software development settings (e.g. lean
and agile contexts) as well as in hardware oriented development. Even though these
considerations may mitigate the threats to external validity, SCREAM was developed and applied to a speci¯c industrial setting, and thus further studies must be
conducted in order to strengthen the possibility to generalize the ¯ndings.
To mitigate threats to the reliability of the study, a thorough description and
exempli¯cation of the application process of SCREAM at Volvo Cars is provided in
Sec. 4.2.
7. Conclusion
In software development, coordination and communication within and across
organizational boundaries throughout the software development cycle are
acknowledged as critical factors for success, especially when software is developed
on a large scale.
In this paper, we present SCREAM, a novel communication model, that help
researchers and practitioners perform postmortem analysis of events where weak
communication have taken place and caused problems. The overall goal of SCREAM
is to be conceptually simple and practically useful in di®erent industry contexts and
characterize organizational communication problems in a structured and descriptive
way to reveal e®ects and causes on which e®orts for developing improvements can be
motivated and based.
SCREAM evolved in close cooperation with industry and was evaluated by
applying it to 16 communication events, focusing on inter-departmental communication between PD and MAN in the design and development of softwareintensive automotive systems at the Swedish automotive company Volvo Cars.
Unusually for empirical SE research, our research methodology allowed us to
collect data on the implication costs of the communication problems. Through
feedback and discussions with the practitioners, and based on the results from using
SCREAM we conclude
.

When examining the communication events, SCREAM provides a structured and
systematic way for collecting, modeling and classifying data.
. Using the model allows identi¯cation and analysis of CPs representing central
elements of communication on a high-level, but also a detailed analysis of individual communication elements of each event, which can help in revealing underlying causes and e®ects for communication failures.
. Applying SCREAM at Volvo Cars, showed that lack of shared understanding
of the matter being communicated is prevalent in the communication events
examined.
. The resulting CPs showed that in many of the analyzed events a more detailed
speci¯cation, and more and/or better communication in order to collectively agree
on that speci¯cation, would be needed.
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The total estimated cost for the analyzed communication events was 11.2MUS$
and a detailed analysis revealed that manufacturing and product requirements are
insu±ciently balanced and detailed over the full car development cycle, causing an
estimated implication cost of 10,355KUS$ for managing late defects and changes.

Our study shows that SCREAM is a useful tool in analyzing organizational communication problems in software development. Overall, the results of using
SCREAM show that it is feasible and applicable in an industrial setting. The experience indicates that using central elements of communication for analyzing and
structuring whole series of messages on a high-level instead of in-depth analysis on
individual message level have a positive e®ect on ease to use and usefulness, and
resources. In review meetings, the company agreed on the main results using
SCREAM and building on them, the company is continuing the improvement initiative. Consequently, a follow-up study was conducted in close collaboration with
Volvo Cars where a °exible and lightweight RE framework was developed to resolve
the company's communication problems identi¯ed in the process of balancing
requirements and solutions and evaluated with promising results.
In this paper, SCREAM has been used in one speci¯c industrial setting. However,
communication is and will continue to be a key concern in most software development projects. We believe that our proposed model could have value in many contexts and intend to further evaluate the potential of the model to satisfy the needs of
other industrial settings.
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